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This document contains the design of the Proportion Estimate Processor which
was written to satisfy the software requirement of Part A of the PIA
Experiment. The purposes of the project are cis follows:
(1) To sole%;t the dots to be labelled.
(2) To create tables of green numbers and brightness values for all
selected dots per acquisition.





ected dots. If labels have been provided
then ssicatteiy^ p lots of only c.-A tegories Fn/f I nt4rVJ t 1eGn bC Vp %I null"
produced.
(4) To produce trajectory plots of green number vs brightness at differing
acquisition times for each dot. These plots need to be in the same
ordo r as the list of selected dots. When labels are provided only




The following documents form a part of this specification:
AD NAS 9-lb800 Softw-Are for Testinq of Crop Proportion Estimator for PIA,
AD 74-422-20 Wcullientation Of Spectral Aid Softwdre.
^
3.0 SYSTV Mr''•IpT1ON
3.1 MAR^4AF3E DESCRIP "ION
The software for the Pixel Selection and Display Processor is operational
on the IM 3031 computer at Purdue,
3.2 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
Bart A of the PIA Experiment selects representative pixels from a full
scene, creates a set of spectral aids, allows analysts to assign labels to
the selected pixels and creates a set of labelled spectral aids.
The user specifies the segment number, acquisition dates, pixel selection
criteria and report header information through a control parameter file
(3.3.1).
The processor uses the pixel selection criteria to select the 209,10x10
pixels, the 209 5x5 pixels, berth of these sets or the 209 10x10 pixels plus
enough pixels to satisfy the proportional requirement for each cluster.
If proportional representation is selected, a 1-channel tape created by a
clustering programs is used to specify the cluster assigned to each pixel.
After the pixels are selected, various reports are created to display the
pixels and their associated radiance values.
The AI's can assign labels to the selected pixels or alternative pixels
using the CMS370 text editor to enter the labels or modify the selection
of the pixels. The processor can ,hen be used to create input files for
the Proportion Estimator Processor.
The various reports can be re-created to display the pixels, their associated
radiance values and their labels.
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3.3 PILE DES K' 1PTION
3.3.1 USER DEPINFV PILE (SEGMENT NUMBER) CGA
The following records are input to the PIA system and are analysed by SETPID,
In all records the "keyword" begins in column I and any parameters on the card




This record specifies the total number of pixels to be proportionally





This card specifies the channel numbers to be used from the multi-channel
data tape.




This record specifies the average soil line for each acquisition.
4. "ACQUISITION DATE" RECORD
EXAMPLE: ACQUISITION	 79150, 79182, 79227





This optional record specifies the labels to be plotted. It is used only
if the LABEL record specifies labelling.
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6. "DATE" RECORD
EXAMPLE: DATE	 MAY 20 9 1980
This record specifies the date the report was created.
7. "SEGMENT" RECORD
EXAMPLE: SLGMBNT 	 1659
'(his :,( ,cord specifies the segmont number.
8. "LABEL" RECORD
EXAMPLE: LABEL	 LABELLED
This record specifies whether all the pixels are to be used (UNLABELLED) or
only the labelled pixels (LABELLED).
9. "AI" RECORD
EXAMPLE: Al	 JO MARIE JONES
This optional record specifies the analyst's name..
10. "FILE" RECORD
EXAMPLE: PILE	 "LISTRJJI"
This record specifies the name of the input file.
11. " °END" RECORD
EXAMPLE: *END
This manditory record specifies the end of the control cards.
1!
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3.3.2 P1A SYSTEM CREATED FILES















Record Columns Format Contents
1 1-4 14 Number of selected pixels
5-30 26A1 PIXELS SULCTED rOR SEGM
31-34 14 Segment number
2-N 1-4 Blanks
5-8 14 Sample number
9-12 14 Line number
13-16 14 Cluster number
17-20 14 Grid number
N+1 1-4 Ol *END
N+2 1-15 15AI GRID INDICES --
1665 1015 Beginning and ending locations
for the 5 grids
N+3 1-20 20Al Date list was created
3-5
S




Record Columns Fomat Contents
1 1-4 14 Number of clusters
	
in file
2 1-60 1514 Number of Pixels	 in cluster 1-15
3 1-60 1514 Number of pixels in cluster 16-30
4 1-60 1514 Resulting cluster number after combining
for small clusters	 1-15.
5 1-60 1514 Resulting cluster number after combining
for small clusters 16-30.
3-6
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Record	 Col umns	 Forma t
1-117 	 1-N*	 N14








Record Columns Format	 Contents
1 1-4 14	 Number of selected pixels
5-30 26A1	 PIXELS SELECTED FOR
31-34 14	 Segment number
2-N 1-4 Blanks
5-8 14	 Sample number
g-12 14	 Line number
N+l 1-4 0Al	 *END
N+2 1-15 15A1	 GRID INDICES
16-65 MIS	 Beginning and ending locations for
the 5 grids
N+3 1-20 20AI	 Date original LIST file created
N+4 1-20 20AI	 Date this file created












Record Columns Format Contents
1 1-4 I4 Number of selected pixels
5-30 26A1 PIXELS SELECTED FOR
31-34 14 Segment numbers
2-N 1-4 A4 Analyst label
5-5 I4 Sample number
9-12 14 Line number
3-16 14 Cluster number
17-20 I4 Grid number
N+1 1-4 4A1 *END
N+2 1-15 15A1 GRID INDICES =






















1-channel tape in Universal Format.
Out uts




CLUSTAPE reads each line of the 1-channel tripe and creates a disk record












See Appendix R for program.
3.4.2 SELOOTS PROGMM
Pur ose
SELDOTS makes a list of pixels to be evaluated by AI's.
Li n^^.. k_ acts
SELDOTS calls O ETPID, NRAND, RDSUMS, FIL209, FILM, FIL105, FIL510, FILRAN
and WRTLST.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLSTR/, /LISTRQ/, /MISC/,
and /RFQUIR/, as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
Multi-channel disk file	 EXEC parameter &1 CLUST D
Control parameter file 	 EXEC parameter &l CC
Outs
File of selected pixels 	 EXEC parameter &l LIST
File for procedure 2	 EXEC parameter &1 PROC2
TABLE I written to printer file
TABLE IA written to printer file
S to raqe , RSqui rement
Not applicable,
Descri Lion
SELDOTS uses the NODOTS parameter in the control parameter file to determine
the method for selecting the dots. If the NODOTS is a 1,2 or 3 the 209
10x10 pixels, the 209 5x5 pixels or the 418 10x10 and 5x5 pixels will be
selected rct,pectively. If NODOTS is greater than 3, the 209 10x10 dots will










3.4.2.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (RDSUMS)
P; nose
RDSUMS counts the number of points in each cluster and calculates the number
of pixels required for each cluster to satisfy the porportional requirement.
Linkages
RDSUMS is callod by SELDOTS.
Linkages
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLSTR/, /LISTRQ/ and /MISC/
as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
1-channel disk file	 EXEC parameter &l CLUS D
Ou tRkl
Table written to printer showing symbol, count, percent, number required




The 1-channel disk file is read and the number of pixels in each cluster
and the percentage of the total is computed. Clusters with less than three




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4 ►2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (FIL209)
Purpose
FIL209 moves the data on an 209 10x10 dots to the list file.
Li^_^n,_kses
FIL209 is called by SELDOTS,
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLSTR/, /LISTRQ/ 0 /MISC/








FIL209 saves the list of the 10x10 dots including their line number, cblumn




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.2.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (FI L5X5)
Purpose
FILL X5 fills requirements with dots chosen at random from lines 5-105, samples
5-1&5.
Li nk^jq^s
FILSX5 is called by SELOOT"S. FIL5X5 calls UNIF and CKPUT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLSTR/, /LISTRQ/, /MISC/








FIL5X5 gets two random numbers using function UNIF. These numbers are used
to calculate a line and 'pixel location on the 5X5 grid. If the complete
grid is to be used, the dot is added to the list of selected pixels. If
proportional requirements for the clusters are required, the dot is added




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.2.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (FIL105)
Purpose
FIL105 fills requirements with dots chosen at random from lines 10-110,
samples 5-185,
Li nkaages
FIL105 is called by SELDOTS. FIL105 calls UNIF and CKPUT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLUTR/, /LISTRQ/, /MISC/








FIL105 gets two random numbers using function UNIF. These numbers are used
to calculate a line and pixel location on the 10x5 grid. The dot is added




See Appendix Q for program.
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FIL510 fills requirements with dots chosen at random from lines 5-115,
samples 10-190.
Linkages
FIL510 is called by SELDOTS. FIL510 calls UNIF, CKPUT,
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLSTR/, /LISTRQ/, /MISC/








FIL510 gets two random numbers using function UNIF. These numbers are used
to calculate a line and pixel location on the 5x10 grid. The dot is added




See Appendix B for program.
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3,4.2.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (FILRAN)
Purpose
FILRAN fills requirements with dots chosen at random from the complete
field.
Li n,	 kages
FILRAN is called by SELDOTS. FILRAN calls UNIF and CKPUT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLSTR/, /MISC/ and /REQUIR/








FILRAN gets two random numbers using function UNIF. These numbers are used
as the line and pixel location In the complete field. The dot is added




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.2.7 SOF1VARE COMPONENT NO. 7 (CKPUT)
ynose
CKPUT stores the pixel in the list,
Lt_ "nkag s
CKPUT is called by FILSXS, FIL510 1
 FIL105 and FILRAN.
Interface,
Interface is accomplished through conmon blocks /CLSTr,', /LISTRQ/, /MISC/








CKPUT returns inmediately if pixel has been used. If the pixel has not been
used, the corresponding line of the 1-channel file is read and the index
of its cluster is determined. If more pixels are needed for this cluster,
the dot is added to the list.
Flowchart
Not applicable.
Liv.@. s tai 11
See Appendix R for program.
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3.4.2.8 SOFTWARE COMPONENT 8 (WRTLST)
Purpose
WRTLST writes the file (segment number) LIST and TABLE I and TABLE IA.
Linkages
WRTLST is called by SELDOTS. WRTLST calls HEADTI and HEDTIA.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /CLSTR/, /LISTRQ/, /MISC/




List file	 (Segment number) LIST A
TABLE I written to pHnter file




WRTLST writes Tables I and IA and the LIST file of all the selected pixels.
Flowchart
Not applicable.
Li s ti ng
See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.2.9 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 9 (HEADTI)
Purpose,
HEADIT writes the report heading for Table I.
Linkages
HEADTI is called by WRTLST.
Interface









HEADTI writes the report heading containing the segment number and the








3.4.2.10 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 10 (HEDTIA)
Purpose
HEDTIA writes the report heading for Table IA.
Li nka ges
HEDTIA is called by WRTLST.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LISTRQ/ and /MISC/ as








HEDTIA writes the report heading containing the segment number and the

















Multi-channel tape in Universal Format.
Control ParNn,°ter File
	 EXEC parameter &l CC A
Outputs




GRBRTAPE reads each line of the multi-channel tape and creates a disk record








The LISTDOT program outputs a Table III report which is a report of green
number and brightness values in dot number order for all grids.
Linkages
LISTDOT is the main program which calls SETPID, READAI, RADRED, and GRIDOP.
Interfaces
LISTDOT interfaces with all the called routines by use of common blocks
/LIST/, /BUFFER/, /RADIAN/, /MISC/, /INFO/, as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
Fite of selected dots	 EXEC parameter &1 &2
File of multichannel radiance values	 EXEC parameter &l RAD D
Control parameter file	 EXEC parameter &l CC A
Outputs




LISTDOT is a main program which calls routines to initialize the input
parameters, read the selected line and pixel numbers, read the radiance








See Appendix B for program.
3,4.4.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (READAI)
Purpose
Subroutine READAI reads the data describing the selected pixels.
Linkages
READAI is called by LISTDOT,
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/INFO/, as described in Appendix A.
Inputs






READAI reads the file of selected dots into the matrix LBLDAT. It also
reads and saves the beginning and ending addresses for each grid and the




3.4.4.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (RADRED)
Pur ose
Subroutine RADRED reads radiance values for selected pixels.
Linkages
RADRED is called by LISTDOT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/INFO/, /RADIAN/, as described in Appendix A.
Inputs






RADRED reads the selected lines of radiance values and moves the values for
each pixel selected into the matrix IDOTRD after subtracting the soil line
from even number channels to form the green number. IDOTRD contains the
values according to the order of the output, i.e. green number, then




See Appendix B for program.
i
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3.4.4.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (GRIDOP)
Purpose
Subroutine GRIDOP writes Table III which contains number, line, pixel, label,
and green number and brightness values.
Linkages
GRIDOP is called by LISTDOT. GRIDOP calls HEDIII, TITLDT, and CALDOT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,








GRIDOP outputs the whole Table III report. For each grid it prints up to
6 acquisitions of green number, brightness, and label. For grid l it also








3.4.4.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (HEDIII)
Purpose
Subroutine HEDIII writes the heading for Table III..
Li nka es














See Appendix B for program.
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3.4,4.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO.. 5 (TITLDT)
Purpose
Subroutine TITLDT writes part of the title for Table III and the column
headings for the report.
Lin. kages
TITLDT is called by GRIDOP.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,




Table III - Line with segment number and date generated and titles for all




TITLDT prints the segment and date generated for each page of the report,










LISTGRN prints Table IV which contains green number and brightness ordered
by green number.
Linkages
LISTGRN calls SETP1D, READAI, MOVEIT, P1SRT, and REPGRD,
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/aNFO/, /RADIAN/, /REPORT/, /WHDATE/ as described in Appendix A and calling
arguments.
Inputs
File of selected dots EXEC parameter &1 &2
File of multichannel	 radiance values EXEC parameter &1 RAD D
File of control parameters EXEC parameter &1 CC
Outputs




LISTGRN prints the Table IV report of green number and brightness ordered
by green number. It is the main program which, after reading all the input
files, processes and outputs the data by moving data to the output buffer,
calls a sort routine, and then calls the report generator routine to output
up to 4 acquisitions in one report. It outputs the 5th and 6th acquisitions






See Appendix 6 for program.
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3.4,5,1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (READAI)
purpose
Subroutine READAI reads the data describing the selected pixels.
Li Lalt s
READAI is called by LISTGRNR
Interface
Interface is accomplished through minion blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/INFp/ as described in Appendix; A.
I_ R is






READAI reads the file of selected dots into the matrix LBLDAT. It also
reads and saves the beginning and ending addresses for each grid and the
date the last time the file was updated.
Flowchart
Not applicable.
Li s ti ng
See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.5.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (RDRADN)
Purpose'
Subroutine RDRADN reads radiance values for selected pixels.
L3n{ es
RDRADN is called by LISTGRN.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /B UFFImR/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/INFO/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs






RDRADN reads the selected lines of radiance values and moves the values for
each pixel selected into the matrix IDOTRD (after subr:ract;ing the soil line





See Appendix S for program.
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3.4.5.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (MOVEIT)
Purpose
Subroutine MOVEIT moves data values from input matrix to a hold area for
sorting.
Li nka ges
MOVEIT is called by LISTGRN. MOVEIT calls CALDOT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /INFO/, /RADIAN/
as described in Appendix A, and calling arguments.
Inputs
Call MOVEIT (ITEMP)











MOVEIT moves two channels of data for one acquisition from the IDOTRD matrix
into the ITEMP matrix. It also moves the line and pixel for each dot into










3.4.5.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (REPGRD)
Purpose
Subroutine REPGRD writes the Table IV report of green number within grid.
Linkages
REPGRD is called by LISTGRN. REPGRD calls HEADIV and TITLEG.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,




NAME	 DIMENSION	 INJ OUT	 DEFINITION
NUMBR
	
IN	 Number of acquisitions to output on
current report.
Ou tputs




REPGRD controls the output of the Table IV report by calling the HEADIV
subroutine to write the headings, the TITLEG subroutine to write title
information and column titles for each page of the report, and then writes






See Appendix 8 for program.
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3.4.5.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (HEADIV)
Purpose
Subroutine HEADIV prints the header for the Table IV report,
Linkages.










HEADIV writes the Table IV heading to the print file. The heading includes
two lines:
TABLE IV









3.4.5.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (TITLEG)
Purpose
Subroutine TITLED writes Table IV report title 'information and column titles
for up to four acquisitions.
Linkages
TITLEG is called by REPGRD.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /INFO/,




NAME	 DIMENSION	 IN OUT	 DESCRIPTION
NUMB R	 IN	 Number of acquisitions to write out
for current page.
Outputs




TITLEG writes the segment and date generated line for Table IV and the
column headings for each acquisition for up to four acquisitions. If more
than four acquisitions have been requested, the first four are output and











MULTIHIT writes the Table V report of multiple "hits".
Linkages
MULTIHIT calls SETPID, READAI, RDRADN, MOVEIT, P1SRT, MATCH, and REPGRD.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/, /RADIAN/, /REPORT/, /WHDATE/ as described in Appendix A and calling
arguments.
In uts
File of selected dots EXEC parameter &1 &2
File of multichannel	 radiance values EXEC parameter &l RAD D
File of control parameters EXEC parameter &l CC
Outputs




MULTIHIT writes the Table V report of multihits for up to six acquisitions.
After initializing, MULTIHIT calls subrotuines to read the selected dot file
and read the radiance values for each pixel. Subroutines then move the
radiance values for each pair of channels for an acquisition into a buffer
for sorting, and then sort the data (first by green number and then by
brightness within green number). Up to four acquisition are sorted and
then output as Table V. 	 If there are any other acquisitions, the processing
3-42
sequence is repeated for up to two more acquisitions.
Flowchart
Not applicable.
Li s ti rig
See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.6.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT N0. 1 (READAI)
Purpose
Subroutine READAI reads the data describing the selected pixels.
Li nkages
READAI is called by MULTIHIT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /INFO/ as
described in Appendix A.
Inputs










READAI reads the file of selected dots into the r
reads and saves the beginning and ending addressc




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.6.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (RDRADN)
Purpose
Subroutine RDRADN reads radiance values for selected pixels,
Linkages
RDRADN is called by MULTIHIT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /INFO/ as
described in Appendix A.
F
Inputs
File of multichannel radiance values
	






RDRADN reads the selected lines of radiance values and moves the values for
each pixel selected into the matrix IDOTRD (after subtracting the soil line





See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.6.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (MOVEIT)
Pur ose
Subroutine MOVEIT moves data values from input mat
sorting.
Linkages
MOVEIT is called by MULTIHIT. MOVEIT calls CALDOT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through corrnnon blocks /LIST/, /INFO/, /RADIAN/
as described in Appendix A and calling arguments.
Inputs
Cal l MOVEIT ( I TEi*iP )











MOVEIT moves two channels of data for one acquisition from the IDOTRD matrix
into the ITEMP matrix. It also moves the line, pixel, and label for each
dot into ITEMP from LBLDAT. It calls CALDOT to calculate the dot number





Sep: Appendix B -For program,
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3.4.6,4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (MATCH)
Purpose
Subroutine MATCH creates a list of multiple hits,
Li n_ kages
MATCH is called by MULTIHIT. MULTIHIT calls AFRMIN,
Interface
Interface is accomplished through calling arguments.
Inputs
Call MATCH (IACQ, NODOTS, INDEX)
NAME	 DIMENSION	 IN/OUT	 DESCRIPTION
IACQ	 (999,6)	 IN/OUT
	
Output data matrix for one acquisition
NODOTS	 IN	 Number of dots to process







MATCH creates the list and counts for the multiple hits report Table V. It
checks for duplicate green number and brightness among dots and counts the
number of dots with the same green number and brightness. After determining
all duplicates, it converts all integer data to alphabetic and cores that





See Appendix B for program,
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3.4.6.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (REPGRD)
Pur ose
Subroutine REPGRD writes the Table V report of mul tihi is .
Linkages
P,EPGRD is called by MULTIHIT, REPGRD calls HEADV and TITLEG.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/, /RADIAN/, /REPORT/,as described in Appendix A,and calling arguments.
Inputs
Call REPGRD (number)





Number of acquisitions to process.
Outputs




REPGRD controls the output of the heading and column titles and then the




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.6.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (HEADY)
Purpose
Subroutine HEADV writes the first page heading for the Table V multiple
hit report.
Linkages




















3.4.6.7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 7 (TITLEG)
Purpose'
Subroutine TITLEG writes Table V report title information and column titles
for up to 4 acquisitions.
Linkages
TITLEG is called by REPGRD.
I.n -erface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /MISC/, /INFO/, /RADIAN/,




	 IN OUT	 DESCRIPTION
NUMB R	 —	 IN	 Number of acquisitions
Outputs




TITLEG writes the secment and date generated line for the Table V report. It
skips to a new page before writing that line, if needed. It then writes








SCATTER creates a scatter plots of green number vs brightness for each
acquisition for all dots on the list.
Linkages_
SCATTER calls SETPID, RDSLST, RDRADN, MOVEGB and SCATT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
File of control parameters EXEC parameter &i CC A
File of selected pixels EXEC parameter &l &2 A
File of multi-channel	 radiance values EXEC parameter &1 RAD D
Outputs





SCATTER calls subroutines to (1) read the control parameters, (2) read the
list of selected pixels, (3) read the radiance values for the selected





See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.7,1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (RDSLST)
Purpose
RDSLST reads the list  of selected pixels.
Li n,. kUes
RDSLST is called by SCATTER.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs






RDSLST (1) reads the list of pixels, (2) makes a list of the cluster included




See Appendix B for program.
f
3,4.7.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (RDRADN)
Purpose
RDRADN reads the radiance values for selected pixels.
Linkages
RDRADN is called by SCATTER.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
.l tt channel Radiance File
	






RDRADN reads the radiance values corresponding to each pixel. For each









3.4.7.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (MOVEGB)
Purpose
MOVEGB moves one set of green numbers, brightness values and labels to
arrays Y,X and LABELD.
Linkages
MOVEGB is called by SCATTER.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,








MOVEGB moves the green numbers and brightness values to arrays Y and X.










See Appendix B for program,
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a
3.4.7.4 SOF WARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (SCATT)
Purpose
SCATT draws a labelled plot of green number vs brightness value for the
acquisition.
Li nkages
SCATT is called by SCATTER. SCATT calls NEADSI.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /MISC/, /GROUPS/ and /PLOT/








SCATT creates a plot of all the dots for 1 acquisition as follows: The
plot heading is written to the printer file. The plot and its axes are
created. The points are represented on the plot by their label with




3.4.7.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (HEADSI)
Purpose
HEADSI writes the plot heading,
Linkages
HEADSI is called by SCATT.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /MISC/ and /GROUPS/ as








HEADSI writes the plot heading including the segment number, date generated,











PLOT4 creates plots of green number vs time and brightness value vs time
for all cots in the file.
Linkages
PLOT4 calls SETPID, RDSLST, RDRADN, MOVEAD and PLOTT4.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
File of control parameter	 EXEC parameter &I CC A
File of selected dots	 EXEC parameter &1 &2 A
Ou
_.
Plots of green number vs time and brightness value vs time for all dots




PLOT4 calls subroutines to (1) read the control parameter infromation,
(2) read the file of AI pixels, (3) read the file of radiance values and
(4) create plots (4 pixels per page) of green number vs time and brightness







See Appendix 6 for program.
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3.4.8.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (RDSLST)
Purpose
RDSLST reads the data from the LIST file.
Linkages
RDSLST is called by PLOT4.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/GROUPS/, /PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs






RDSLST (1) reads the list of pixels, (2) makes a list of the clusters




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.8.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (RDRADN)
Purpose
RDRADN reads the radiance values for the selected pixels,
Linkages
RDRADN is called by PLOT4.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,










RDRADN reads the radiance values corresponling to each pixel. For each





See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.8.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (MOVEAD)
Purpose
MOVEAD changes an array of acquisition dates in display format to an array
of acquisition dates to be use as X coordinates.
Linkages
MOVEAD is called by PLOT4.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,








MOVEAD changes an array of acquisition dates from display format to
computational numbers by separating the characters and calling subroutine
I4AlBN to convert them to integers. These integers are converted to X




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.8.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (PLOT174)
Purpose
PLOTT4 creates the labelled plots of green number vs time and brightness
value vs time (4 pixels per page).
Linkages
PLOTT4 is called by PLOT4. PLOTT4 calls HEADP4 and AFRMIN.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /GROUPS/,








PLOTT4 processes the list of dots 4 dots per plot. The complete li!
processed as follows. Four consecutive pixels with nonzero line numt
located and moved to a matrix JLIST. Graphs are created and labell(
the green number vs time plots, the points are added to the plots al
plots are written to the printer file. Graphs are created and lab(
for the brightness value vs time plots, the points are added to the









3.4.8.5 SOFTWARE COHOONENT NO, 5 (HEADP4)
Pu, rpose
HEADP4 writes the plot heading.
Linkages
HEADP4 is called by PLOTT4.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/ and /GROUPS/








HEADP4 writes the plot heading containing the segment number, report date,








PLOT18 makes plots of green number vs brightness value through time.
Linkages
PLOT18 calls SETPID, RDSLST, RDRADN, MOVEAD and PLT18.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/GROUPS/, /PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
File of selected dots
	 EXEC parameter &l &2 A
File of control parameters 	 EXEC parameter &i CC A
Out uts





PLOT18 calls subroutines to (1) read the control parameter information,
(2) read the file of selected pixels, (3) read the file of radiance values
and (4) create plots (18 pixels per page) of green number vs brightness




See Appendix B for program.
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r3.4.9.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (RDSLST)
Purpose
RDSLST reads the list of selected pixels.
Li nkages
RDSLST is called by PLOT18.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
In uts






RDSLST (1) reads the list of pixels, (2) makes a list of the cluster included




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.9.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (RDRADN)
Purpose
RDRADN reads the radiance values for the selected pixels.
Li nkacies
RDRADN is called by PLOT18.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,
/PLOT/ and /RADIAN/ as described in Appendix A.
Inputs






RDRADN reads the radiance values corresponding to each pixel. For each










MOVEAD changes an array of acquisition dates from displt
computational numbers by separating the characters and c
I4AlBN to convert them to integers. These integers are




See Appendix B for program.
3.4.9.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (MOVEAD)
Pur ose
MOVEAD changes an array of acquisition dates in display format to an array
of acquisition dates to be used as X coordinates.
Linkages
MOVEAD is called by PLOT18.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, /MISC/,






3.4.9.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (PLT18)
Purpose
PLT18 draws labelled plots of green number vs brightness through time.
Linkages
PLT18 is called by PLOT18.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /PLOT/ and








PLT18 processes the list of dots 18 dots per page. The complete list is
processed as follows: Four consecutive pixels with nonzero line numbers
are located and moved to a matrix JUST. The plot axes are created lab0 led





See Appendix 6 for program.
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13.4.9.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (HEQP18)
Purpose
HEDP18 writes the report heading.
Linkages
HEOP18 is called by PLOT18.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /MISC/,and /GROUPS/ as








HEDP18 writes the plot heading including the segment number, date of report,













Interface is accomplished through common blocks /MISC/, as described in
Appendix A.
Inputs
File of selected dots
Out uts
File of selected dots
EXEC parameter V LIST




WRTRIG reads the selected dot file LIST and writes onto the output selected
dot file the second and third words, which are the line and pixel number,










COMPARE compares the original selected dots file with the updated selected
dot file and prints a discrepancy report. It also outputs a file to be
input to the proportion estimator program.
Linkages
COMPARE calls SETPID, READAI, IBSUM, REDLST, COMBLA, HEADII, GRDHED,
GRDPIX, and BNI4A1.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, and /INFO/
as described in Appendix A.
Inputs
File of selected dots 	 EXEC parameter &1 &2
File of control parameters 	 EXEC parameter &1 CC
IOU tpu is
Table IB summary on printer file




COMPARE outputs Table IB and Table II. It controls the calling of the
initialization s the output of Table IB, the reading of the respective input
files, and then the outpdt of Table II according to grid. Table II contains
dots which have a difference in line or pixel number between the two input





See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.11.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO, 1 (READAI)
Purpose
Subroutine READAI reads the data describing the selected pixels.
Linkages
READAI is called by COMPARE.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /INFO/, as
described in Appendix A.
Inputs






READAI reads the file of selected dots into the matrix LBLDAT. It also
reads and saves the beginning and ending address for each grid and the date




See Appendix B for program.
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i
3.4.11.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (IBSUM)
Purpose
Subroutine IBSUM writes the Table IB report.
Linkages
IBSUM is called by COMPARE. IBSUM calls HEADIB.
Interface









IBSUM writes the Table IB summary by calling the header subroutine HEADIB








3.4.11.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (HEADIB)
Purpose
Subroutine HEADIB writes the heading for the Table IB report.
Linkages
HEADIB is called by I,BSUM.
InterfaceIwuwrdht'nrr\^►














See Appendix B for program.
)I
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3.4.11.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (REDIST)
Purpose
Subroutine RDLIST reads the original LIST file which describes the selected
pixels and stores the information.
Linkages
RDLIST is called by COMPARE.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /INFP/ as
described in Appendix A.
Inputs
File of original selected dots
	






RDDIST reads the original selected dots file LIST so that a combined file of




See Appendix S for program.
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3.4.11.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (COMBLA)
Purpose
Subroutine COM LA writes a selected dot file with information from LIST and
the current analyst file of dots.
Linkages
COMBLA is called by COMPARE.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /LIST/, /MISC/, /INFO/ as








COMBLA writes a file of selected dots. This combined file contains the first
three words of the current selected dot file and the last two words of the





See Appendix 8 for program.
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3.4.11.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (GRDHED)
Purpose
Subroutine GRDHED writes the site and date generated line for the Table II
report.
Li nka.,gees
GRDHED is called by COMPARE.
Interface









GRDHED writes the site and date generated heading on all pages of the Table
II report, except the first page. This subroutine goes to a new page and




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.11.7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 7 (HEADII)
Purpose
Subroutine HEADII writes the heading information for the Table II report.
Linkages
HEADII is called by COMPARE.
Interface
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3,4.11.E SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 8 (GRDPIX)
Purpose
Subroutine GRDPIX writes the grid heading for the Table II report.
LinL es
GRDPIX is called by COMPARE.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through calling arguments.
Inputs
Call GRDPIX (IWHGRD)
NAME	 DIMENSION	 IN OUT	 DEFINITION
IWNGRD	 IN	 Grid rru ,E)
Outputs




GRDPIX writes the grid number and the column headings for the Table II report








3.4.12.1 SOF114ARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (AFRMIN)
Purpose




Interface is accomplished through calling arguments.
f
Inputs









Integer data to be converted to
alphabetic.





AFRMIN converts input integer data to A format. The number of characters




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.12,2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (CALDOT)
Purpose
Subroutine CALDOT calculates the dot number for current dot.
Li nka ges
cA LDOT calls BNI4Al-
Interface
Interface is accomplished through calling arguments.
Inputs





I MDOT	 --	 OUT
DESCRIPTION
Line number for current dot.
Sample number for current dot.
Dot number based on line and sample






CALDOT calculates the dot number for the current dot based on its line and
sample number. The calculation is done only for line and samples that are
modulo 10. The calculated dot number is then converted to A format, with




Li^ G s i I
See Appendix B for program,
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3.4.12.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (PISRT)
PTER A
Sort one set of line numbers, samples, green numbers and brightness values.
.0j-140-s
PISRT is a library routine.
W
Interface is accomplished through comiwn blocks /BUFFER/, /LIST/, IINFJI and
/PLOT/ as described in Appendix A and calling arguments.
I
---





T N/.Ol1T	 Cc F1NIT11 ON
IN/OUT' 	 Data to be sorted
IN	 Index to second dimension of ITEMP
Not applicable.
Qwd"RAY
PlSRT sorts the data in matrix ITEMP,




The subroutine preserves the previous
See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.12.4 SOFIVARL COMPONENT NO. 4 (S[ TP10)
^^ t! t' , f^5 e
Mead and analyse the records describing the user specified information.
V-
t=i n1^^;Ies;
SETPID is a library routine. SVTP10 calls NUMB and MOVSYN.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through common blocks /GROUPS /, A NFORM/i /MISC/,
/RADIAN/
 and IRrQUIR/ as described in Appendix A.
I npi s
(Segment number) CC	 [Xi-C parameter Cl CC A
(ltrV- ts'
User supplied information written on printer file.
5to^^^e It^clu^ rY^n>n,nt
Not appl i cabl o.
Description
SCTPID validates and saves the user specified information on the numbers
of dots, channels, soil lines, acquisition dates, selected labels, date of






See Appendix S for program.
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3.4,12.5 - 1)[ WARF COMPONENT NO. 5 (NUMB)
Purpo se
NUMB moves free form numerical information to an array,
J.i nkages
NUMB is called by SLTP10.
Interface
Interface is accomplished through calling arguments.
In U S i Outputs
CALL NUMBNARD, NUMVBC)
NAME	 DIMENSION	 IN MIT	 01-FINTTI^N
CARD	 BO	 IN	 User defined record
NUMVFG	 -	 OUT	 Array of numbers
S tpra e . Re(wi roment
Not applicable.
DeseriMipn




See Appendix B for program.
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3.4.12.6 SOMIARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (MOVSYM)
Purpose
MOVSYM moves free form alphanumeric information to an array,
Li nkes,
MOVSYM is called by SETPID,
I nterface
















Array of alphanumeric information












CLUSTAPE, SELDOTS, GRBRDOTS, LISTDOT, LISTGRN, SCATTER, PLOT4, PLOTIG,
MULTINIT, WRTRIG, COMPARE are operational on the IBM 3031 computer at LARS,
West Lafayette, Indiana.
The programs, EXEC files and sample CC files can be loaded from tape,
file
CLUSTAPE is executed by entering the following command after signing on
the sys tem:
CLUSTAPE ( Segment Number) , ( Tape Number) , (Fi 1 p Ni p
 +3be'r) .
Text output is on the terminal and line printer which are assigned in the
EXEC, and the 1-channel tape file is on the tape and file designated in the
execute statement. A disk file of the cluster values is created.
SELDOTS is executed by entering the following commands:
SELDOTS (Segment Number)
Text output is on the terminal and line printer which are assigned in the
EXEC. Cluster values are read from the disk file created by CLUSTAPE,
if proportional cluster distribution is selected. A file of selected dots
is created.
GRBRTAPE is executed by entering the followin g commands:
GRBRTAPE (Segment Number), (Tape Number), (Tape File).
"text output is on the terminal and line printer which are assigned in the
EXEC, and the multi-channel tape file is on the tape and file designated
in the execute statement. A disk file of the radiance values is created.
4-1
LISTAOT, LISTCRN, SCATTER, PLOT4, PLOT18 and MULTIHIT are executing their
respective EXEC file.
(Program Name), (Segment NuW er), (Pile Name)
Text output is on the terminal and line printer which Lire assigned in the
'' C. The file name designates (1) the list of selected dots created by
SELOOTS (LIST) or (2) the list of selected dots created by WRTRIG,
modified by toe analyst and further processed by COMPARE.
COMPARE is executed by entering the following commands:
COMPARE (Segment Number), (File Name 1), (File Name 2)
Text output is on the teri^inal and line printer which are assigned in the
E yEC. File name 1 is an inrn, i„i± fila of selected dots created by WRTRIG
File name 2 is the output file of selected dots ....
4-2
TlNjG E) (PFRM
&l CC A (LRFC
FILL F T09F OO l
(HLKSIZF :3060(HLKSIZF 30 60(NLKSI7F 30hO(HLKSIZF 30 60(HL KS I ZE 3060
t HLK'S 17F' '10h%O( ►3LKS I ZED' 306n
(HLKSIZF 3060(HLKSIZF 3060( ►iLKS IF 3060(6LKSI7F 30A0( HLKS I 7F 3060(LiLKSIZF 3060(HLKSII'E 3060
( NE_ KS I 7F 3060
(HLKSIZF 3OAn












RE UM U )EN
RKCFM U OF N
RFCFM ► J DEN
RFCFM U UFN
RFCFM U l)EN
PFCFM U DF N
PFCFM U DEN
PhCFM U DEN




RE UM U DEN













































4.2.1 CLU aTAPF F; XF C	 A	 PURD11F / L ARS 3!U1
&CONTROE OFF
SPOOL FE HOL 
f ^ ►^t1U q Tt)^J
GVTU SK JSC77 1 ► 191 ltin R H/A PA Siti AUCOIN
CP DFL l H 1&HEFP = I
^GET GFTUI SK TF MP 1M CLF AP DFTACH
OF &RETCOOF F0 `) NSKIP 7
UF &3EFP l E I &(;KIP '3
&TYPE NO 10 CYL TF MP D 1 SK AVA 1 LAALFCP Q T
('P SLEE P 5 MIN
&BP'FN w &RF F P + I
&Gore -GETGE TDl cjK LARSYc,
1 APMOUN I &P TAP! f+!
&IF &INnEx NF I &(;K IP 3
OF U FQ 1 &SKIP 2&SP = &3	 1TAPE= ESE &SP
FILFDFF 3 TFPM (0FRM




FILFDEF FT I IFO03 TAP1
FILFDEF FT11F OO h TAP1
FILEPEF FTl1F00 q TAaI
FILFDFF FT11F()OA TAP1
FILFDFF FT11F007 TAP1
FILFDFF FTllF00 Q TAP1FILEDE'F FTllF00Q TAP1
FIL 8EF FTIIF011 TA
P
FILFDEF FTl1Fn1? TAP1
FILEOFF FT11Ft ► 1i TAP1
FILFDFF FTllFnl4 TAPI
FILF'OFF FT I IF 01 r, TAP1
FILFDFF FT11FOI A TAP1
FILFDFF FT11F017 TAP1







FILFDEF FT11Fn?5 TANFILFDEF FT11F02t, TAP1
FILFDFF FT11FO?7 TAP1
FILFDEF FTlIF02 Q TAP1
FILFDEF FT11Fn?4 'r API
4-2
PF;CFM t L1 N
RF CFM U t)F:N
F* CFM U UF:N
NF CF M U OF N
REC'FM U OF
W E CFM U UEN
OF_ .FM I1 DE N
►fit= FM U OFF
RF CFM U oF_' N
RFCFM U OF 
Kh CF M U OF N
RFCFM U I)F N
,4 CFM 1) (J F N
-* CFM %T l* N
14 'F CFM	 ) tjd '4
Ki-'ChM tJ 1)t
.4 CF M i 1 [*
KF (;F M t) UK 14
,tt GF M 1) lit N
kt- CFM l* N
wF CFm !) tah N
tlt'C'F t•1 11 DFN
14t• (FM +1 PKN















l 1 0 0 PF km
lhgn PhR 4
lhn p PKQM




I hnn PF dwl16 0 0 PF glA16 0 0 PE• Qto
+o0° xTFnT ISO P RM
FILF-0V FI I FU31 TAP1 ( HIL.KSI , 3060
F ILF.UFF FT 11 F n `T? TAP I ( KLKS I IF '060
FILFLI F FT11FQll TAPI (tik.Kh 7E' ;1060
FILFO F FT11F034 TAM (HLKS 7F 3nh0
FILEDEF FT11Fnl5 TAP1 Wl,KSIZ, 30h0
F LI-; )FF FT 1 1 F (1 Ih TAN 1 (bLKS 17F 3060
F LEDr_F FTI1F1 1 17 TA01 UILKS 7F 3060
F LFDFF FT 1 I F(►
 1A TAu 1 (NLKS I7F .30x,0
FILED F F7111FAI') TAN (HLKSII. E ;3nt,n
FIL D F FT11F 040 TAP I (BLKSUF Who
FIL D F FT11F041 TAR1 (HLKSIZF 3n6n
Fit F(TFF FTIIF04 d TA P I Ht, K 1^I/, 100,0
F'ILFUEf FTIIF^,4' a IAPI (KKSI/i W,t)
FILFDFF FTIIFo4e, 1Aa1 ( At K `hIIF i>> 'IN r)
F ILF= UFF FT I I r 04 t, T A01 ( ,-t,K li I /h 3uh(1
FILFE IF.F FTIIF 0 4k TAM ( ,iLKSIlh in,(1
FILFD F FT11F, 1 4 7 T A P 1 ( 1 41.KSI4 301 0
FIL.FUFF FTIIFt ► 4 11 TAP1 HL,XSI/F owl
FILFOFF FTIIF- x 4 0 1A''1 ( M LK G II^ lVhrl
F I LF-OFF FT I IF ' cO T A O I (hl K'ti I IF 1i ► tit1
FIt VDFF FTI IF'` ' t+I I A P I HL K '9I,IF lt)k(t
FILF'DFF FT11F , + li 7 TAPI 0 , 11 K g 1IF Ilhf)
FILF 1)F"F, FT 1 IF 1 -S"1 ti ll 1 (-il K I /I-:1 6(1
FILF nFF 24 01 1, K AI (LtlkTv,a 1) (1 wt CL,
GL()R
^
A^ TXTL I Rt Fr ►Nl 1^AN C;-t^.l It+
L f► An	 LllSTAP F* (rtT FA.a ^ 1QNT Nr)„+AH
CP RFMQTE F T r 1 t4Q,1f;T0K'
PR In T D &i L 	 I T T j'tvr ;,`^(, (; C =;
'SIT
CP TAG QUE 111 J
L a * 0 (ALI
4-2a
4.2.2 SFLDOV; w xhr,	 A	 PUP011F I LAkS 1031
&CONTROL OFF
F LFDFF I TF W1 Wi;P +
F LFQF,F h ►)T qK hl L,TSTING 1 ) (Ll?1 rl, 1 {3 kLKSIZt 133 XT!"NT 1 OQ PFRM




	 3 t' 1 ^K k 1 a1^tt)t;^ A (1, ►t1:.t L 9 1 ) H"
 KS I IF 40 NF SZ MFLFDFF PTAI F^)01 1)IhK hl Ci-WStF,' r 0 (L JFCL 200 HLKSIZF 800 XTtNT 150 PER
F ILFDFF FTRTFnn l ONK &I LIST A tl,PF CL K0 riLKS I It 80 PFPM
FILFOEF FT')0r :
 ool DISK F II,F F T`iPHII)l A (LRECL 80 HLKSI7K 80 PERM
SLUHAL TXTL IH F ORTR4N C'4' 1_, IH
LOW SEL00TS M F AR START NOMAD





4.2.3 GRHRTAPF F XF C	 A	 Pt1PDOt / L ARS 3031
D EMOTE G^ TO HOW-TON
F. HOLD
CP n T lAl
GFTDISK JSC77 11 141 3hn K 4/A ►.)ASS AtJt ljtd
&HFF P	 l
-CET GF TD T Slt 1 PHO ? M Mt.Aw OF T ACH
&IF &RFTCU0F F() O & q K Itj T
KIF &HUP I-F I x l^ K IP -
&TYPF NO if) r y L TuMP 0199 AVAILA i( E
CP 0 T
VXIT
VP Sl,r-,,F p 1^1 MItl
&BF'F"P = UI F F P ; 1
&GOTO -ALT
TAPMOUNT fit TAPI ;;0
&IF &INDEX NF 3 &SKIP
&SP &3
& F, Q I l A SK I P P
TAPE FF ICSM
FILF.DF	 :3 TF `',?A (OVQM
FLFUE'F h DISK &I LISTI JC, D (PFRm
F ILFQEF FT?IF001 OT g K &I CC A (LPFVL 411 MLKSIZE b lO PFWM
FILFBFF FTOPPA01 ^)ISK F ILf; FT09FOol nl (LRECL. 3?O HLKSIJE
FILF -F T11F00 1 TAPI ('iLK`,I/ P `3At,0 F4FCFM II UEN I '100 PFRM
FILFDFF FT 1 1FOO P TAV 1 (HLKSI K Who NP CFM J UFN 1600 PERM
FILFCiFF FTllFo0 l TAPI (HLKtiI7F 3OAn RFCFM U (IFN 1hoo PER;.1
F ILK EF FTIIF t)Ou TAPI (oLKS1ZF .106 0 Re CFM U DR' it)0Q PF'KM
FILF[)FF FTIIF,)O ri TAP1 (14LKSIIF 30ho PFCFM I 1 0  1600 PE4M
FILF)EF FT11FOOA TAPI (HLKSIlF 30h0 i{MCFM U UFN 1600 PERM
FILEDFF FTI1F001 TAwl (NLKSIIF .3nh() kFCFM II UFN 1600 PERM
FILEDFF FT11 F 00A TAPI (t-LKSI/F 3t)6n PFCFM U (jEN 1600 PVPM
FILFQEF FT) ]F009 TAP1 (8LKSIIF; 30t+O WPCFM U 1) -N !b(10 PE PM
FII.F()FF FT11Fnln TAPI (8Lk^I7F; 30t,O PFCFM I) Dt'N 1600 PERM
FILEf)FF FTIIF(°l1 TAPI (HLK^II 1: 30ho t1ECFM t1 OF  1600 NFpM
FILEC)FF FT11F61PTAF1 (HLKSI7N 30hn kEPFM U UF'N Ibo0 PKRm
FILFC)FF FT11F fI I'A TAPI (NLKSIIF' 3060 PhCFM U UFN IbU0 PLRIA
FILE OFF FT11F , ► 14 TAPI (HLKSIZ^ 30hO l*CFM U UFN 1600 PERM
F ILF UFF F1' 1 1 F 01 (; f API (HLKS I Zh 03060 PFCF M U DF N 1600 BERM
F ILEDU FT 1 l F o 1 h TAPI (HLKSIZF 3ot,0 Rt CFM L DEN 1600 PERM
FILEDEF FT11F011 TAPI (HLKSIZ. 30ho RFCFM U DEN 11,00 PFPM
FIL FDEFF
 FT11F 1 )1(A T A t) 1 04LKSIIE 3060 RFCFM U IAN 1600 PENM
FILFC)FF FTIIFOI Q TAP1 (NLKSIIF 3060 gFCFM U DFwN 1600 PERM
FILFUEF FT11F(j?n TAPI (Ht.KSIIF 3060 RtCFM U UE.N 1h00 PFtZM
F ILH ()FF FT 1 1F( ► ?) TAPI (HI.KS I7F 101-0 PFCF'M U DKN 1600 PKQM
FILFOFF FTIIFo?) TAP1 (NLKSIIF 30tao RF'CFM I  UFN 1600 PVPM
FILFDFF FT11F(s ?°l TAPI (NLKSIIF :3060 P CFM U UFN 16()0 PERM
FILEDFF FT11F0?4 TAPI (HLKh11F 3060 kt CFM U DF 1600 PkRm
FILE'[)FF FTIIFO?^ TAR1 (HI-KSITF, 1060 PF(;FM U DEN 1E)00 PERM
FILFf)EF FT  I I- t l ? A TAP I (HLKSIIt JOhO RFCFM U DEN 1600 PFPM
FILFf)EF FTII F -)?7 TAPI ( H LKSIZF j (It%0 RFCFM (J DEN 1600 PERM
FILE()FF FTIIFO?m TAPI (bLKSIZN 3060 RFsCFM tJ ©FN 1600 PFPM
FII_EDEF FT11Fii?^ TAP1 (MLK s;IIF 3OhO RFCFM U UEN 1600 PERM
FILF DEF FT I I F , )'30 TAP1 (NLKSIIF 30ho RFCFM U DhN 1600 PERM
FILF'DU FTI lPo3n TAPI (HLKSIIK john Rl ,CFM I1 DLN 1600 PERM
FILFOEF FTllFt)ll T W 1 OiLK51ZE :3nho R^ CFM U DEN 1600 PERM
FILFf)EF FT1lFo 3P TAM (HLKSIZF 10 6 0 kFCFM U OFN lboO PLPM
FILFC)EF FTIIF` ( ► ,3l TAPI WLKSIZF. 30hO RFCFM U UE 1600 PERM
FILFQFF FT11FO 34 TAP I (NLKSIIF 3060 RFCFM I  DEN 1600 PFRM
FILE OFF FT1IFn 3q TAP1 (HLKSIZF 3060 kFCFM U DEN ihOO PEPM
FILFDFF FT11F'01A T4(-1 (NLKSIIF 3060 RECFM U DFN 1600 PERM
F11.FDFF F71I F 037 TAP1 (OLKSIIF 3060 RFCFM ► 1 DEN 1600 PERM
FILFDFF FTllFol9 T4PJ (HLKS17E 30A0 RF.CFM U DEN lb00 PERM
FILFDFF FTIIFA1 0 TAP1 (HLKSIZF :30m() g F:CFM 1) DE'N 1600 NE PM
FILE'UFF FT11F03 Q TAPI (HLK517F 3060 WFCF'M t) UFN 1600 PERM
FILFDFF FT11F04(t TA P 1 (NLKSIIF 3060 RECFM I,1 OEN 1600 PF 4M
FLFIIFF FT11F041 TAP1 (HLKSIZE: 3060 RFCFM U DEN 1600 PERM
FILFDEF FT11F04? TAP1 (HLKSIZF 3060 RECFM t1 D^N 1600 PERM
FILE'()FF FTllFn4l TAP1 (t3LKSIZF ,30E+0 RFCFM 1600 PERM





Ctit, K'a I I F
L 

















R2 CF'M V UE.N




wF^F M !1 U N
W!';; M 0 Uh N
RKCr M td DKN



















400 XTLNT III PFRM
FILF^7FF FTII F it 4 r> T AM
FIIT FF FT 1 IFn4F TAPI
F LV-DVF FT11F04`^ TAPI
F	
ff
I1,^))FF FTI1F 14A TPAN
HRFT^ F k,-) O TAB 1
F Ltcl)	 FT I VO 41 TAPI
F LFf) F FTIIFn'ib) TAc+I
FYLEDEF FTIIF0Sl TAPI
FII- FDFF FT? c-,F001 1)I^K







A	 PURDUE / LARS 3031
&CONTROL OFFGETDISK JSC77u 191 -I50 k R/A PASS A ► (Co)IN
FILEDEF 3 TFQM (PE4m
F ILEOEF 6 D I;K &I LISTING f) (LRE CL 131 HLKS I ZE 1.33 XTF:NT 1 1)00 PERM
FILFDEF FT?JFo01 ONK 61 CC A (L_RFCL HO HLKSILE rill PERM
FILEDEF FT,.SFOO1 DISK Fvl RAD D (LRFCL 2400 BLKSIZEtr 2400 X'fE:NT 117 PERM
FILEDFF FT2 Q F001 DI S K &1 &2 A (LRECL 80 (3LKSIZE Ho PEPMGLORAL TXTL cI FORTRAN CMSLIH
^
L OAD LISTDrjf (CL.EAk START NOMAP
RINT bl LISTING ► )
CP TAG QUE DEV t=
L a * D ( ALL
4-6
f, ,q
i4.2,5	 LISTC^RN	 F XL r	 A	 Ptlp tll ►F 1 1. 4w; 3Q3i
&rONTRO L O F
CETDISK JSC77f l 141 A L)o R H/A PASS A01"10IN
FILFOFF I TFP AI (P ,Pm
FILF, DEF t, DT c,'K &I LISTING 0 tLkrCln 111 HLKSIZF' 133 XTFNT 1500 RFRM
FII KOFF FT?IFoOl Dl'+K &I CC A (LHFCt HO HLKSI/F Htt PERM
FILFO F FTeSFoOl ()I g K &I RAN 0 W- eL P400 HLK'SI& ?al p
 XTENT 117 PERM
FII,FDFF FTc)QFtl n1 Dl K &I R? A Q.QP ,I„ 80 HLK9M till PERM
GLAHAL TXTLIH FnRTPAN CMC;t.Iti
LRINTLIITGINTINI^F iH `'
TART NOMAN
CP TAG QUE DFV F
L * * D (ALL
4-7
r p
4.2.6 MIILTIHTT F'XFC	 A	 PUROOF / LARS 30JI
& ONTROL OFF
G TOISK JSC77ri 1 91 Ab0 K M/A PAI S AI1COTN
FILFD^F IT!: t^ti^ (pLR^t
FILED,F 6 DI I;K k1 LiSTINr, l^ tl, k t:r.L l.jj f3LKSI2F 13`1 XTF;NT 1 00 PFf2M
FILFnFF F111F001 i)IrK NI CC A (LPF'CL 80 t3LKSI/E 60 PEPM
FILFDF:F FTOV001 rit,,K &1 14AO 1) (L P FCL ?400 NLKSI/E 2400 XTFNT 117 PF-RM
FILF DEF FT2 c)F001 DISK &I kr' A (LkF'CL 90 fil.K y I/L 60 PEPM
GLORAL TXTI I R FORTRAN CMSLIH





4.2.7 SrATTFP F XF C	 A	 PURL)t* / I ARS 3031
&( NTPOL OFF'
F LFQEF 3 TFRIA ( IM F RNi
FILFDFF 6 01 c K &I LTSTIN() CIL. III HLKSIZF. 103 XTFNT 1500 PFRM
FILFDFF 21 OT r K &I CC A WR^0, ` , 'I IALK CiI7F H0 PERM
F lLFDKF 2 9; DT L K &I PAO 1) (LWi ',. 1 - ?400 iALKSIZF ?4nt) XTFNT 117 PFRM
FlLFDFF FTP?F(jQl I)I qK &I LIST A (I- P F:CL )10 HLWSIZh 80 PEPM
F I LF DEF FT? c3Fonj ( I T I;K &I &c.) 4 (LRI, Cl Ao HLKSIlK Hn PERM
FILFDEF FT*AOF()Ol f l l',K FILK hTIOFWII A (LHFCL HO HLKS17E 80 PLRM




WIFAR STAP T NOMAP





4.2.8 PLOT4	 FXF C,	 A	 PURD11F / L APS 3031
&CONTROL OFF
GCTOISK JSC770 191 I LA W H/A PASS AWCOIN
Fl FDFF 3 TF PNA (PFRM
F -FDkF h DISKKILT^STIN 
(I	
,1(LRbCL13.1,H KSIZE 133 XTENT 1600 PFRM
Ff - Fn , F ?I Dic,,, &I C A (LR()VCL- 80 LK e, 7k 80 PFRM
FI.FOr-.F ;? Ii QVK &I WAS 1) (LRECL ?tf on HLK911F 2400 XTENT 111 PERM
FILFDFF FT.?QF A )l Ol qK &l &? A tLPFCL AQ HI KSIZE tit) PERM
FILFOEF F710Foill OTSK FILF FT wont A Q.RECL 80 tiLKSIZE HO PLRM
GLOBAL TXTLIB FWQTRAN CMSLIH
LOAD PLOT4 (rl FAR START NOMAD
PRINT &I LISTING )
4-10
—I
4 ► 2 ►9 PLOT I H	 FXF-C
	
A	 PURDIV / L ARS 30.11
&CONTROL OFF
GETDISK JSC77 1) 191 1')0 R VA PASS AUCOIN
FILEQkF 3 TFPM (PER"
FILF.0 F 6 1)1 1;K &I LISTING 0 (LPECL 133 HL,KSIZE 133 XTENT 1500 PERM
FILF.QFF 21 DISK &I rC A (LRECL 80 HLKS17L 80 PERM
FILED 	 25 01 fiK &I PAf) () (LRECL ?400 HLKSIZF 2400 XTENT 117 PERM
FlLFQFF FT?OFonl DISK &I &? A (LRFCL 80 HLKSHE 80 PERM
FILFDFF FT30F001 DTSK FILF FTInFnnl A (LRECL 80 8LKSIZE 80 PERM
GLORAL TXTLIR F(IRTHAN CMSLIB
LOAD PLOTIR (CLEAR qTART NOMAP
PRINT &I LISTINr, fli
4-11
i . , -)
4.210 WPTRIG	 FXLC	 A	 PURDI* / LAPS )(131
&CONTROL OFF
FILFDFF 3 TFW-A ( cep PM
FILFDFF 6 ONK &I I-ISTIN6 1) (PEPM
FI DEF FT27FOl t,- K &I LIST A (1-4ECL NO CILKS17t 80 PERM
FILF	
Ol Q
DFF FT?HF001 0T qK &I U A (LRFCL. 80 kiLKSIZE 80 PERM
GLOBAL T-\TLlR FOPTPAN CMl;LIll
LOAD WRTRIO (CLPAw qTART NOMAD
PRINT 6.1 LISTIN • 0
CP TAG OUF DFV F
4-12
v
r4.2.11 COMPARE FXKC	 A	 ►'URD11 t LARS 3031
T^ISKL JSC',770 191 ViO k	 "A PASS AUCOIN
FILFI)FF 3 TFPM (P R ►A
FlLFDFF 21 r ^ ISK^&I E CC^GI
i^ILWECL t f) 811,KST7 K60 r k 3 XT NT 1500 I^ kM
FILFDEF FT27Fnt)1 DT l;K &1 LIST A (LkE,CL RU HLK I;IIC- AU PERM
F 
I 
LEOFF F7?AF'nn1 01';K &I &? A KLR^ Cl- .40 HLKSI/E mn PERM
FLF'DKF FT,?AFooj ()I"+K &1 &3 A U ,*CL 80 HLKSIlk 60 PF-RtA
GLORAI TXTL R FnRTRA N CMI;LIH
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